The Crimes of Mandelay, SST, Alex Van Pelet and Ron Swinkels
I need to respond to some of the mindless drool that Mandelay and SST have spouted recently. The
key issue for our industry and for you people is the crimes that Mandelay and SST are involving you
in. To protect yourself and your patients do not be involved in using criminal software from
Mandelay, SST or any of their criminal distributors. How can anyone doubt who developed and owns
this technology? Absolutely everyone knows that Desire’ Dubounet developed and owns this
technology. Just imagine the embarrassment of going to court and arguing this.
I posted this message outlining their crimes last year: (Important parts for you in red)

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
It has come to my attention, that the company „Mandelay Kft.“ „BHO – Budapest Home Office“ is sending
out emails offering fraudulent „SCIO“ and „EDUCTOR“ – devices and accessories at reduced prices. I now
find out that Mandelay and others have been preparing illegal criminal counterfeit software behind
my back, for over a year.
I want to make it clear, that I, the undersigned Desire‘ Dubounet (p.k.a. Prof. W. Nelson) because of
Mandelay’s recent actions and my discovery of past transgressions, am no longer working with
Mandelay nor have I authorized them to sell Mandelay’s new fraudulent and deceptive „SCIO“ and
„EDUCTOR“ devices/software. Let the public be known that I gave them a CEASE AND DESIST of
using my Name, my Intellectual Property, my Copyright and my Technology in any fashion.
The Mandelay “SCIO” and “EDUCTOR” software is dramatically inadequate and over ten years behind my
approved version made by QX WORLD. Marketing it as the same, without a name change, is deceptive and
fraudulent practices (the crime of medical device misbranding). I have notified them of this and
encouraged them to make a name change. They refused to. Mandalay and SST continue with their
deceptive crimes. They are guilty of Intellectual Property Infringement, Copyright Infringement,
and Breach of contract, Device Misbranding, Fraudulent and False marketing claims and
Counterfeit Software. Moreover, threatening me is also a crime of extortion.
Mandelay‘s devices are not originals and do not have the latest approved software. Please do not be an
accomplice to this long list of Mandelay’s crimes; this might involve you with criminal or civil
charges. Your patients, your therapist, your family, deserve to have right device and software.
In the spirit of full disclosure, let me be clear. Mandelay’s devices are inferior, do not have my support, and
fraudulently misrepresent Biofeedback. The only authorized and supported company for the production,
development and marketing of the SCIO/EDUCTOR devices/software is QX World Kft. and the only engine
for software activation and database of devices is www.QXSUBSPACE.com.
Only the original devices with the latest software bought from QX World/QXSUBSPACE and registered in
their database are legal, functional, safe and fulfill all legal requirements and have 2 years of warranty and
technical support.

Date:

9-9-2017

Signature:

The original letter has been released from the court and we can tell the message to show
the public the truth of the Mandaley crimes.
Here in Europe we have very strict laws on bad mouthing competition. Mandelay went to court to
challenge the original letter coming from QX World. The court’s first reaction was to stop
badmouthing. But on deep further inspection the Hungarian courts have now decided to allow the
letter. Our message describes the crimes of Mandelay. Anyone with any intellect can clearly see that
Mandelay is guilty of Intellectual Property theft, misbranding, fraudulent software, breach of
contract and false claims marketing.
Civil and Criminal actions are being processed, but it is a slow process. Mandelay and their partners
in crime distributors clearly see their criminal action will be stopped in the future, so they are in a
CASH GRAB to see how many people they can dupe into buying their fraud. DO NOT BE FOOLED.
Now what are the key dangers for you the buyers of criminal fraudulent technology???
First of all buying a falsely marketed misbranded system with IP Theft from Mandaley, can put you
without future support and possible loss of your device and investment from government
confiscation. But worst of all is using a device that just does not work. No matter what the witless
Mandaley users say, just because it appears or seems to work does not mean it works. It Seems that
the earth is flat, It seems that the magician is cutting the woman in half, it seems that the outdated
stolen prayer wheel of Mandaley works, but these are just tricks and illusions. Stories told by a fool
believed by an Idiot.
The QX World systems are fully validated and verified with tons of scientific evidence. The
Mandaley system has no verification whatsoever. Showing empty nonsensical voltage outputs
means nothing. An explanation and use of the trivector and voltammetry only applies to QX
World’s systems. The vast scientific evidence only applies to the QX World systems not in any way
connected to the criminal fraud sold by Mandaley, SST and others. Validation and Verification of
claims is the law. QX World has evidence of verification Mandaley and SST does not.
If someone asks you to validate and verify your system, only a moron will say ‘it seems to work’.
There is absolutely no real evidence of the Mandaley, SST system’s validity. There is no verification.
In fact there is undeniable evidence the Mandaley system matrix does not work. If you have a
Mandaley fraud rip off and get sued by anyone who asks for proof of the claims from your system,
you will lose in court. Hundreds if not thousands of people will testify that it is stolen IP (Intellectual
Property). And I will testify by deposition of the invalidity of their criminal fraud. Just imagine the
comedy of all of Mandaley’s own people and distributors in court hand on the bible trying to lie
about who developed the technology. After we clearly see them in the past on videos telling the
truth that I developed it. It will be just embarrassing for you. If you use Mandaley’s software or
systems and are sued, you will lose and pay what you are sued for. This may be an amount over
100,000 dollars just for knowingly using a counterfeit fraudulent medical device. Criminal charges
might also apply. And the BAD KARMA of IP theft, just adds extra threat to the user of the fake
Mandaley software. This is what awaits the Mandaley system and software users and clients.
So now if you have any questions, or do you still think that someone else developed this system?

Almost everyone in our industry knows who developed, owns and has validated the SCIO, Eductor
technology. There are some greedy witless few still telling lies. Until the courts end this DO NOT BE
FOOLED. Ask and share this and care to help us grow and get over the greedy acts of criminals.

